Enlarged Faculty Is Slated To Arrive For Fall Quarter

Instructors Appointed For All Departments

Twelve departments in all three divisions will get additional faculty members for the Fall quarter, according to President Julius A. McPhee. As Dr. Mustang went to press, there were 49 new instructors on campus and 5 others were expected by the fall quarter classes beginning Oct. 1. The new faculty members include:

Theme Selected For Rose Float

Students from both campuses of California Polytechnic College will make designs for the Homecoming float. A contest was announced in the annual contest for homecoming floats. The contest was won by the State campus, with the float being designed for the State campus.

New Fire Alarm To Be Installed

An additional fire alarm system is being installed on the campus and will be announced by R. R. Ritterer.

Traffic Citations

Many students are driving with very few traffic violations, and this fall step of the traffic police will be enforced. The traffic alarm system will be announced by R. R. Ritterer.

Traffic Violations

Many students are driving with very few traffic violations, and this fall step of the traffic police will be enforced. The traffic alarm system will be announced by R. R. Ritterer.
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Cooperative Spirit

The hitch-hiking signs on campus and in town are doing their job. Sure 'nough, according to a recent survey among students that do not own cars the ability of being able to get to work is something that can be relied on. Sure 'nough, according to a recent survey among students that do not own cars the ability of being able to get to work is something that can be relied on.
How To Be A Successful Editor

By Lee Lisle

This is one of those articles headed "How to be a..." that you might read in a glossy magazine. It's a popular article, and it's well written. It appears to be a guide to successful editing.

First, you need a pair of scissors and a pair of shears. Cut from the corner drug store after checking all over the place, until you find a pair that looks like the ones you want. You can keep your hand on your knee while doing this.

You also need a pair of glasses. These are to be worn at all times, even while doing other things. This is because you can't see what's going on without them.

Next, you need a good supply of paper. This should be of good quality, and should be used for all your writing. You can't be successful unless you have good paper.

Finally, you need a sharp pencil. This is to be used for all your marking. If you don't have a sharp pencil, you can't be successful.

And now, the main point of this article: to be successful, you must have a good attitude. You must be willing to work hard, and you must be able to accept criticism. You must be able to take your losses, and you must be able to make your gains.

Remember, to be successful, you must have a good attitude. And now, you can go on with your day.
Intramural Games

Relax Students

At this time, there is a tennis tournament underway, directed by Bob Motl. The contests are open competition for both singles and doubles. Awaits will be given to the winners as the fall quarter continues; volleyball, basketball, football, baseball, and others. Matt stated that these intramural contests are open to all students, regardless of their participation in the sports. "These games," Matt continued, "are a great aid in relaxing the strains of studies both for the students and the spectators."

A Newspaper Guy

I see a man pushing his way through the crowd. I stop and ask him, "What's the difference between a good girl and a naughty girl?"

"I don't know what you mean by "naughty girl.""

Notice the difference between a good girl and a naughty girl.

Dairy Classes

Seagull Bound

Small dormitory, the prior home of many a Poly student, will see its last tenants this week. The building is to be the origin of the dairy department and offices. The dairy department offices the dairy instructors and the dairy students. Today, the dairy department is on the campus, making the instruction easier. This move will be the relief of many dairy students. The dormitory is located near the dormitory, one with a majority of sixty students, who will move into the old dormitory, or some of the old. The dormitory is being converted by the administration of the dormitory. The dormitory is being renovated by the administration of the dormitory. The dormitory is being converted by the administration of the dormitory.
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CAPTAIN OF THE CHICAGO CUBS

B. F. Goodrich

Genuine B. F. Goodrich Tire of the World's Greatest

"It's Chesterfields for me. I smoke 'em because they're really Milder, much Milder."

Phil Capron

Agriculture

John W. Allen, animal husbandry, BS degree from the Washington State College in June of 1949. Allen is married and has four sons.

W. K. Earnest, Jr., agricultural engineering. Enrolled at the University of Illinois, where he is majoring in agricultural engineering, and is expected to receive his degree in June of 1950. Earnest is unmarried and has no children.

Kathleen E. Young, journalism, MA degree from the University of California at Berkeley. Young is married and has two children.

Robert Miller, animal husbandry, BS degree from Montana State College, MA degree from the Washington State College. Young is married and has two children.

We have the laundry concession with the campus.

Send your dry cleaning with your laundry.

Dormitory Pick-Up

Delivery


Home Laundry

Dining

and Dry Cleaning

1333 Morro St.
San Luis Obispo
PHONE 70

B. F. Goodrich

More College Students Smoke Chesterfield Than Any Other Cigarette

"It's Chesterfields for me. I smoke 'em because they're really Milder, much Milder."

Phil Capron

Camping or Motel